
Travel & Etiquette Guide - preparing
for an Indian adventure

a practical guide compiled by Shivaloka
 
Introduction
This guidance provides some practical recommendations to prepare physically and mentally for 
a visit to India.  It provides information on etiquette so that you are more in harmony with the 
social environment of India.     

This is both useful for your own comfort and from a 'light-footprint' tourism (the impact of your 
travel from an ecological and social) perspective. While some of the information is explicit in 
detail, we feel it is necessary to allow you adapt to the change in environment with as much 
awareness as possible.  A one-page checklist at the end of this guide is provided to assist in 
your preparation.

 Before you come
 Practicalities: book your course/tour/accommodation and transfer through Shivaloka; 

find a flight, get a Tourist visa (allowing sufficient time – visa is valid from issue date) & 
check passport validity (min. 6 months required and several blank pages in the 
passport); If you are planning a long stay, note there is currently a 2 month 
requirement to be outside of India after every 6 months of valid Tourist visa. 
Be aware of health advice for India (look up on-line).  Shivaloka recommends you make 
up your own mind on vaccinations taking into account the current medical controversies 
(www.  vactruth.com/2009/07/21/dr-andrew-moulden-interview-what-you-were-never-told-about-vaccines/  ) 
investigating natural alternatives where possible.  In winter & summer there is not a 
significant risk of malaria in the area of Ganeshpuri. Obtain proper health & travel 
insurance.  Notify your bank in advance to enable your ATM card for India. 

 Weather Expectations: as a general guideline November - mid-March is cooler (min. 
19ºC/66ºF - max. 30ºC/86ºF), mid-March to early June is hot (min. 24ºC/75ºF - max. 
33ºC/91ºF);  early June- late September is monsoon, cooler but wet and humid (min. 
26ºC/79ºF – max. 29ºC/84ºF); September and October are hot outside of rainy days.  All 
times of the year offer unique experiences.  Lush and green June- October; Dry and 
desert-like March - June.  (Figures are based on Mumbai). See 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/world/city_guides/results.shtml?tt=TT002260

 Prepare body and mind: we suggest strengthening your digestive and immune systems 
and taking some steps to get in shape physically and mentally!   

 Essential for digestion: start taking a good quality probiotic two months before 
you come, or as soon as possible and continue taking during your visit.  Black 
walnut and garlic taken two weeks before, during and two weeks after returning 
kills parasites and other nasties in the digestive tract.

 For immunity take a natural vitamin c supplement before your flight, and while 
travelling.  Arnica tablets can help reduce fatigue from jet lag.

 Strengthening your mind and body through a hatha yoga and meditation 
practice.  Cultivating an attitude of flexibility, knowing that you will go through a 
process of adaption mentally, emotionally and physically.  Read the rest of our 
guide to mentally prepare.

Upon Arrival
 Apply mosquito repellant at airport, especially around sunrise and sunset.

 Obtain currency: India does not permit RS (Indian currency, Rupees) to be brought in 
from outside so best is to use ATM (allows around RS 10,000 per withdrawal, although 
this may vary). Currency exchange is also available upon arrival in terminal building. 
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ATMs are hard to come by in the rural environment.   If ATM not working, ask your 
driver to locate one for you, as soon as you meet him. If possible bring two ATM cards 
in case one doesn't work.  Some rural banks can change foreign currency and travellers 
cheques but this is time consuming and not straight forward.  There's usually a change 
problem in villages, so if you have an option on route get smaller notes (Rs 10, Rs 50, 
Rs 100). 

 Ask driver if you can purchase some bottled water (Hindi - 'pani') for the journey if you 
don't have any with you.

What to expect
 The generalised perception of India is that of a dirty, third-world country where travellers 

are likely to get sick and pick up tropical diseases.  And only the adventurous type would 
venture there... Our perception is that India is truly 'alive' and has different levels of 
environmental and safety standards compared to the West.   In reality India is developing 
rapidly and standards of cleanliness and comfort are improving.  It is possible to travel in 
some parts of India and stay only in costly 5 * accommodation and travel in luxury air-
conditioned jeeps.  In Goa for example you can have all Western comforts, sun and sand 
and miss the real experience of India.  The real essence is found in lesser known areas, 
where amenities can be basic and the culture is more traditional. Visiting these areas 
brings the greatest rewards.  

 While a lowered expectation of amenities and cleanliness is appropriate, Shivaloka 
suggests coming to India with very high spiritual expectations.  The spiritual and energetic 
landscape of India is astonishing and for anyone who is even slightly sensitive it will 
surpass your expectations.

 As you are adapting to a very different environment than you are used to it is not unusual 
for your sleep pattern to be different (either you sleep more or less, dreams can be very 
vivid where trapped impressions are released) and some minor sickness may occur due to 
the change in environment. These usually pass in a few days.  

Dress Code
 Dress is an important consideration in rural India which is more traditional and when 

visiting places considered holy.  Some temples and samadhi shrines (energised tomb of 
saint) are highly revered pilgrimage sites.   By special arrangement you can enter some 
temples with signs at the gates, which say, “Entry by non-Hindus is forbidden”, so 
especially in these cases dress must be within the parameters of Indian culture. 

 Indian people are conservative about dress. Women are expected to dress modestly, 
with legs, chest and shoulders covered. Trousers are acceptable, but shorts and short 
skirts are offensive to many. Men should always wear a shirt in public.  In general 
Indians find it hard to understand why rich tourists should wander around in ragged 
clothing or imitate the lowest ranks of Indian society, who would dearly love to have 
something more decent to wear. Staying well-groomed and dressing respectably as 
outlined below vastly improves the impression you have on the local people, and 
reduces sexual harassment too (really you don't want to be stared or leered at).

 You may feel more comfortable adopting a simple Indian style of dress outlined below:

Men
 For temples: dhoti or lungi (wrap around cloth from waist to floor) and shawl, or kurta 

(long shirt) and pyjamas (baggy Indian trousers) are traditional, but any light coloured 
long trousers and long sleeved shirt is acceptable.  Avoid black, dark colours, and bold 
patterns.  White is the perfect colour for a pilgrim.  A scarf or shawl is always 
considered correct for darshan (seeing and being seen by the divine).  Orange, reds 
and yellows are traditionally for sanyasins (serious spiritual seekers who have taken 
vows), although any serious seeker is welcome to wear them.  If you wear do orange 
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dhotis or kurta/pajamas some people will treat you as a sanyasin, a swami or a baba, 
they may namaskar, call out “Hari Om”, or touch your feet.  For visiting cities, (smart) 
Western style is appropriate.

 
Women

 Women in India may wear all bright colours.  Most important is modesty, and modesty 
is not just covering the skin but also the shape of the body.  For rural India, and 
temples, most western women seem to settle on some version of the salwar kameez 
(the Punjabi knee length dress worn over loose pyjamas) and especially a large scarf or 
shawl draped the chest for temple visits.  Basic clothes can be purchased locally. 
'Fabindia' in most cities provide fair-trade and higher-end traditional garments.

Shoes
 Shoes are removed before entering buildings; especially any holy places, private 

homes, and the interior of some shops.  On some days you may take your shoes on and 
off many times.  Keep in mind that tying and untying shoes can become very tedious, 
as can taking socks on and off.  You may return to your shoes after your temple visit 
with dirty and often wet feet.  For this reason most Indians wear sandals (Hindi - 
'chappals').

 Leave your foreign made shoes or sandals in public places at your own risk.  Best to 
bring a pair of your cheapest most used footware and a back-up pair. Especially risky 
outside temples, ashrams and holy places. If you leave them in a pile of Indian 
chappals at the gate a street urchin may snatch them as soon as you are out of sight. 
Some temples have shoe persons (Hindi – 'chappal-wallas') at the gates that, for one 
rupee, will take your shoes and give you a claim token.  Or you can leave your shoes 
with a shop selling puja (ritual) items.

General accommodation conditions in rural India
 Things will very different than they are at home, and so its best to come with a spirit of 

adventure and the idea that you are embarking on an exciting expedition into the 
unknown.

 Accommodation has variable standards in facilities and cleanliness.  It can be perfect, 
clean, comfortable with warm showers and mosquito netting. It can also be very basic 
and with lower levels of cleanliness than Westerners are used to.  Consider bringing flip-
flops for less than perfectly clean bathrooms. Depending on the accommodation you 
may have to take your bath with a pail of cold water and a dipper (jug). It's a good idea 
to bring something you'd be comfortable to sleep in like a sleeping bag liner and small 
pillow.  The environment can be noisy so bring earplugs.  Bath towels and toilet rolls are 
not usually supplied.  A thin bath towel is recommended for speed of drying.

 There are unpredictable power outages so bring a torch and candles.  Water and 
telephone services can be undependable.  Internet is unlikely to be available in most 
rural locations. 

Toilets
 Toilets vary in cleanliness due to issues of status.  Only the lowest caste in Hindu 

culture generally clean toilets.

 There are two types of toilets.  The squatting Indian toilet and the Western toilet (and a 
third which is somewhere between the two).  Studies have shown the squatting toilet 
provides a more natural position beneficial to health.  The position aids gravity in the 
elimination process (health benefits: reduces constipation, piles and some cancers). It 
also has the advantage of no physical contact with the toilet other than the feet - and 
you are wearing shoes. Using an squatting toilet requires some practice to the 
uninitiated.  When you go into the toilet cubicle remove your scarf, either take your 
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trousers off (usually a hook is provided behind the door) or roll your trousers up high. 
Stand on the foot pads and take up a squat position.

 Toilet paper is not usually provided, for good reason.  In most of Asia the left hand is 
used to wash the bottom. If you don't bring toilet paper, then you have to adopt the 
Asian system. After passing stool, pour water from a dipper (jug) behind with the right 
hand and clean the area with the left hand.  Keep pouring water and wash till clean. For 
most people from the West this is really difficult to do, but you can give it a try... 

 The diameter of the toilet pipes is usually narrow and there is often no flush system. 
No flush means pouring a pail of water down after use.  So if you do have toilet paper it 
can clog the drain pipe quite easily which causes all sorts of problems.  Please be 
sensitive and use toilet paper sparingly.

 Even hand-washing has etiquette.... afterwards wash your hands with soap. Rub the 
soap in the right hand, then put the soap back and clean the left hand with the right. 

 Brings sanitary-ware items from home.  Sanitary towels are available but tend to be 
uncomfortable.

  
Food guidelines
 The majority of Hindus are vegetarian.  In some regions like Maharashtra, the local diet is 

non-veg, with fish, goat and chicken being eaten.  Pilgrimage villages are unlikely to serve 
non-veg food.  Restaurants are usually defined as 'pure-veg' or 'non-veg'.  The food is 
generally hot and spicy, but milder dishes can be provided.  The diet has migrated to a lot 
of deep fried food (and the oil is never changed, just topped up), white rice and sugar. 
Healthy choices can usually be made.  For non-spicy food ask for “Bilkul tikka nahee chai-
e-ay” (Hindi-no spice at all).  Palak paneer (cheese and spinach) and plain dahl (thick 
plain lentils) with chapati or rice are suggestions for low spice food, but specify “tikka 
kum” (Hindi-less spice). “Til kum” (Hindi-less oil), “Chinni kum” (Hindi - less sugar).

 There are many interesting items to choose from the menu. Many places nowadays serve 
food from all over India with a Chinese section!  A meal is traditionally dahl (lentils), rice 
(white) and vegetable dishes served with chapatis (unleavened bread made from whole 
wheat flour).  The easiest meal to order is a thali (rice-plate).  It includes several small 
bowls with dahl, vegetable dishes and pickles.  Often the rice is served after but you can 
ask for it to come sooner.  A special thali also includes a sweet and curd (yoghurt). India 
has numerous delicious sweets such as bharfi, 'ladus' and keer (cardamon spiced milk 
pudding made with rice or sago).  A mild soft cheese is widely available as 'paneer'.  Plain 
yoghurt is widely available 'dahi'.

 Fresh lime soda is a refreshing drink.  It is cool bottled plain soda with a squeeze of fresh 
lime (can be served with salt or sugar).  The national drink is chai.  This is usually served 
as a small cup of strong milk tea with lots of sugar.  Masala chai means it has spices such 
as ginger and cardamon. You can request sugar to be separate 'chinni side' to give some 
control on the quantity of sugar. 

 Breakfast cereals, juices and filter coffee are hard to come by in restaurants in rural areas. 
Wada pow is a traditional breakfast of white bread roll and fried vegetable.  Poha is a 
delicious breakfast of spiced flattened lightly fried rice in Maharashtra.  

 When considering eating out generally look for cleanliness and a higher priced menu.  Only 
eat cooked food and beware that certain chutneys can be raw. The hygiene of restaurants 
can be dubious.  It's a fact that many Indians take their own food with them to avoid 
eating out.  
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 What to avoid: We recommend you consider these as rules when travelling in India for 
hygiene reasons.  While these rules may seem strict, and you may be prepared to ignore 
them at your own risk, please be considerate to others you are travelling with who will be 
impacted if you get sick and require medical attention. We particularly recommend the 
probiotic and black walnut options mentioned earlier for strengthening digestion.
1. drink only bottled water, politely decline non-bottled water even if offered to you in 

someone's home.  Use only bottled water for teeth cleaning.
2. do not eat any raw fruit, vegetables or salad unless you have peeled and washed them 

in filtered water and vinegar yourself.
3. do not eat ice-cream as it has been frozen and thawed numerous times due to power-

cuts.
4. don't drink fresh fruit juices/sugar cane juice due to cleanliness of machine.
5. do not take any food or drink from street vendors unless recommended by a trusted 

source.
6. do not take ice with bottled soft drinks.
7. chai is safe as it is boiled, but taken from street vendors carries the risk of disease due 

to unhygienic glasses.  Some travellers choose to carry their own chai glass.

 Alcohol is more widely available in fancier restaurants and some guest houses. But not 
generally in small villages.  In the cities alcohol is becoming more popular for socialising 
as in the West.  In the rural Hindu environment alcohol is usually associated with poor low 
caste men who are alcoholics.

Eating and the right-hand rule
 The strict rule is to eat only with your right hand (if eating with your fingers).  Across all 

Asia, the left hand is used for washing your bottom (see Toilets section), cleaning your 
feet and other unsavoury functions (you should also put on and take off your shoes with 
the left hand).  The right hand is the 'clean hand' used for eating, shaking hands, 
accepting prasad (offering after puja ritual) and so on. You should only give and accept 
things with your right hand. 

 Eating is often done with the fingers, and requires some practice to get it right.  Guest-
houses and higher end restaurants usually provide cutlery for foreigners.

 When eating or drinking your lips should not touch other people's food or water for 
hygiene reasons.  When drinking out of a cup or bottle that will be shared with others, 
don't let it touch your lips, but rather pour it directly into your mouth, which is a 
practice in itself!  This custom also protects you from viral and bacterial diseases such 
as Hepatitis.

Physical Contact
 Very important for village life.... Any physical contact such as kissing, holding hands or 

hugging with the opposite sex (even if you are married)is regarded as part of sex; to 
avoid causing offence do not do them in public.

 It's quite normal for men to hold hands with men or women to hold hands with women 
as a sign of friendship.

Local Social and Environmental Impacts

 Behaviour: Beware of your behaviour and your role and impact as a visitor. Your 
presence is often appreciated but bare in mind that you are a visitor in a host country 
and use common sense when interacting with people.  When seeing something you are 
not used to or consider unpleasant think about the consequences of your actions before 
acting. 

 The camera is an item that signalises that you are in a country to watch and admire. 
Apart from bringing good memories along it can be an offence to people in certain 
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situations. Indian people often like their picture being taken but always ask before 
taking a picture of someone close-up.  If in doubt desist. Never take photos of funerals 
or cremations. 

 Your money may have a positive development impact on the economy of the 
destinations and the country as a whole. Strike a balance between adventure and 
comfort when choosing to spend your money and time in locally owned facillities 
instead of spending all your money in large foreign corporate hotels. Otherwise your 
impact will be a small contribution to the host country’s economy. 

 Also reflect on your environmental impact when travelling. Again strike the balance in 
adventure and comfort: whether to use public transport - train/bus over domestic 
flying.

 India has poor water and waste management/resources.  The litter is noticeable in 
India. It is common for rubbish to be thrown anywhere.  In villages the waste often 
gets taken to local rubbish dumps and burnt.  Environmental aspects to consider are 
how much water you use and how much waste you generate.

Meeting People
(adapted from www.indiatour.dadaksa.com)

 Westerners have an ambiguous status in Indian eyes. Try and simplify in terms of dress 
and possessions you carry. In one way, you represent the rich guy, whose culture 
dominates the world, and the old colonial mentality has not completely disappeared: in 
that sense, some Indians may see you as "better" than them. On the other hand, as a 
non-Hindu, you are an outcast and with low moral values.

 Your presence is in theory polluting to an orthodox or high cast Hindu, while to 
members of all religions, your morals and your standards of spiritual and physical 
cleanliness are suspect: in that sense Indians may see themselves as better than you. 
Even if you are of Indian origin, you may be considered to suffer from western 
corruption, and people may test you out on that.

 Nonetheless, as a 'foreigner' in India, you will constantly come across Indian people 
who want to strike up a conversation. English not being their first language, they may 
not be familiar with the conventional ways of doing this, and thus their opening line 
may seem abrupt and at the same time very formal. Excuse me good gentleman, what 
is your mother country?" is a typical one. It is also the first in a series of questions that 
Indian men seem sometimes to have learnt from a single book in order to ask western 
tourists. Some of the questions may baffle at first ("What is your qualification? "Are you 
in service?", "Do you have Issue...(children)") some may be queries about the ways of 
the west or the purpose of your trip, but mostly they will be about your family and your 
job. 

 You may find it surprising or even intrusive that Indian people should want to know that 
sort of thing, but bear in mind that their culture is different to yours. For one thing 
these are subjects which interest them. Secondly, they are considered polite 
conversation between strangers in India, and help people place each other in terms of 
social position. Thirdly your family, job, even income, is not considered "personal" 
subjects in India, and it is completely normal to ask people about them. Asking the 
same questions back will not be taken amiss - far from it. Being curious does not have 
the "nosey" stigma in India that it has in the west: taking an interest in other people's 
lives is totally up front and considered quite normal.  Finally, it's important to know that 
you do not have to answer any questions you don't want to. Ever.

 Culturally, men are not supposed to talk casually with women (outside their family 
naturally), and Indian woman would not entertain such conversations. So if, as a female 
visitor, you do entertain such conversations with a man, realise they may get a very 
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different idea than what you intend. It can get sticky and uncomfortable. A perception 
is that western woman sleep with any man very easily.  In any case never allow any 
man to touch you or sit closely next to you without a very good reason. Some will try. 
Initially you may feel flattered by such attention but mostly it turns uncomfortable. If 
you need help to get rid of unwanted attention please ask. Telling you are married may 
also help to keep things pleasant.

Beggars
(adapted from www.indiatour.dadaksa.com)

 One of the confrontations of India is the poverty, and the gap between wealth and 
poverty.  There is no system of social security and for some people who don't have 
support from the family begging is the only option left.  As a tourist you have an impact 
on the local economy and society at large and are always considered wealthy and a 
target for beggars.  A common consequence of beggars receiving good money from 
tourists in popular destinations, is that others are encouraged to start as they may see 
it as an easier option than working.  These professional beggars often use money for 
alcohol, gambling or it may even go to the crime syndicates.  Once it becomes a way of 
life it is difficult to break.  In some cases, poorer children can quit school when they see 
this possibility of receiving money. Sometimes children/babies are deliberately used by 
the crime syndicates and even mutilated to make people feel pity and give.

 If you feel someone is genuinely in need, help them with basic necessities. Preferable is 
to give food items. 

 The best way is prevent begging in the long run is through grassroots projects 
addressing poverty.  You can dedicate some (or all) of your time to help change society. 
Shivaloka is working with local trusts and charities and can arrange for donations to be 
given to address grassroots issues should you feel inclined.

Temple Etiquette
You will be visiting Indian pilgrimage sites, and to feel comfortable, it may be useful to 
consider the traditional Hindu approach to visiting a temple. See also the section on clothing 
for appropriate dress guidelines.

 Religion is taken very seriously in India; The country is 80% Hindu, with the second 
religion Islam at 13%. The more urban areas and modernisation is seeing a move 
towards more materialism.  As a foreign visitor it's important to show due respect to 
religious buildings, shrines, images and people at prayer.  

 When entering a temple or mosque, remove your shoes and leave them at the door 
(socks are OK in summer to protect your feet from burning hot stone ground or cold in 
Winter). Hindus are very superstitious about taking photos of deity idols or the inside of 
temples;  
   

 When Indians visit a temple or it is primarily for darshan (seeing the divine, and, 
equally, being seen by the divine).  Author Diana Eck says, “In the Hindu view, not only 
must the gods keep their eyes open, but so must we, in order to make contact with 
them...When Hindus go to the temple, their eyes meet the powerful eternal gaze of the 
eyes of God.”  (Darshan: Seeing the Divine Image in India, Diana L. Eck). 

 At the heart of a visit to a temple, according to Indian philosophy, is that of presenting 
oneself before God.  Typically one first bathes, put on clean, modest clothing, and 
enters the temple with a gift: a flower, a fruit or 11 rupees for the hundi (offering box). 
One enters with the sense of presenting oneself, as one might present oneself in the 
court of a king.  Of course the divinity sees through all our worldly pretences, and so 
we stand naked.  But whatever our karma (past actions), we also have the divine 
within, and we have the right to look into the eyes of the divine.  And so there is a 
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sense of holding ones head high, standing before God with as much goodness as 
possible. For yogis or sadhus, however, darshan is the moment to present themselves 
in the highest state of awareness they can possibly muster to connect the divine within 
to this outer form of the  divine.

 The other side of darshan is the possibility of looking into the infinite, eternal, 
emptiness of the divine.  The Indian idea is that great and powerful good fortune is 
released by looking into the eyes of divinity.  In that momentary meeting of the eyes 
grace descends, one flash of shakti (spiritual energy) is enough to wash away karma 
(release of trapped energy), and cause blessings to flow.  Perhaps for the majority of 
pilgrims the blessings sought are a new scooter or a suitable marriage.  But for spiritual 
seekers, for yogis, these holy places are teerthas (crossing places, fords across a river). 
They are vortexes of spiritual energy where those who can properly align might touch 
the divine and awaken (spiritually evolve).

 Hindu temple's tend to be one of two principles:  Either they contain an idol of a deity 
(representing one of the numerous Gods) or they contain a samadhi mandir (energised 
monument over the tomb of a saint/enlightened being).  The numerous Gods and 
Goddesses in Hindusim can be thought of as principles of (enlivened) energy or 
consciousness.  For example, the goddess Lakshmi represents abundance, and her 
consort, Vishnu represents preservation.  Shiva represents transformation and his main 
consort Kali represents time/destruction.  Brahma represents creation and his consort 
Saraswati represents wisdom and knowledge. Ganesh, the popular Indian God is the 
remover of obstacles. When paying respect to these principles you are really connecting 
to that energy that the idol represents  and ultimately that energy is within you. In 
samadhi mandirs it can be thought of as connecting to the divine principle of grace.

 If sitting for meditation in a temple it is considered offensive if you point your feet 
towards the murti or idol in front.  

 After purchasing flowers to make an offering to the murti never smell the flowers as the 
vital energy of the fragrance is meant for the principle of God.  

 Typically people prostrate to the divine before and after sitting; this has the two-fold 
effect of bowing head to heart and surrendering ego as well as respect for the divine.  If 
approaching the murti (statue or idol) you may place your hands in 'namaste' (hands 
together).  If there are puduka's (feet representing the saint in smadhi mandirs) you 
may touch your head to these for a few moments.  At this time you are having darshan 
and connecting to the divine.

 Arati is a puja (ritual ceremony) of waving lights, sounding of drums and bells and 
mantras chanted that occur several times a day in temples. Foreigners are welcome to 
attend and sit and watch or meditate.

 Prasad (food offering) is often given after a puja to those present.

 Personal pujas can be arranged with temple priests either on the spot or in advance for 
longer more elaborate ceremonies.  A yagna (fire-ritual) is a wonderful spectacle and 
experience of the ancient vedic tradition.  It cleanses impurities and generates positive 
energy for a particular purpose.

(Checklist follows on p9)

Comments and refinements to this guide are welcomed.
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Checklist

Valid passport, visa and insurance

flight ticket (in case of delay please notify us)

accommodation/transfer/tour confirmation 

emergency tel no. for Shivaloka +91 (0) 2522 261 381 (h) 
+91 (0) 9970 123988 (mobile)

Contact bank to enable ATM card in India

health preparation

What to bring

Any essential home comforts (eg filter coffee, chocolate, museli)

torch/candles

flip-flops for use inside

mosquito net and cord/rope for hanging

earplugs, sleeping bag-liner, small pillow

probiotic/vitamin c /black walnut & garlic

mosquito repellant

toilet roll unless you want to try local methods

sanitary-ware 

hand sanitiser 

clothing

sandals/used/comfortable 'action-sandals' (you'll be doing some 
walking and also leaving your footwear at your own risk outside 
temples) 

men: long trousers and shirt when visiting temples

women: long blouse and pants with scarf (like the punjabi Indian 
dress)

After arrival

ATM m/c

Apply mosquito repellant 

Meet driver to take you to accommodation 

Purchase bottled water for journey 

About Saha Astitva Foundation and Shivaloka

This travel guide has been compiled by the Western staff that run Shivaloka 
and the Saha Astitva Foundation, who live in the pilgrim village of 
Ganeshpuri, near Mumbai in Maharashtra state.

Saha Astitva are creating a model eco-farm in the heart of tribal India.  It encourages natural organic 
farming and 'clean' food production, eco-design (including renewable energy and water-management), 

sustainable tribal livelihood creation, ecology protection and biodiversity restoration and natural health care. 
Shivaloka was set up to support this initiative and offers unique spiritual adventure tours to the heart of sacred India 
and Indian craft treasures for sale. www.shivaloka.net  and www.thankindia.org
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